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Abstract

A method for separating the spectral signatures of the Martian surface and atmosphere was developed and is applied to multiple emission
angle data returned from the MGS TES instrument. This method includes correlated-k and index gas removal algorithms that may be applied
to all nadir-pointing TES data. Initial results have provided new and refined measurements of the spectral shapes of atmospheric dust and
the Martian surface. Surface temperatures and atmospheric dust opacities are also retrieved with improved accuracy over single observation
temperature and opacity retrievals. Low-albedo surfaces display absorptions consistent in both shape and depth with previous studies. These
surfaces may be closely modeled using a combination of previously derived basalt, andesitic, and high-albedo surface spectral shapes. Short
wavelengths display no significant absorptions, indicating both the coarse particulate nature of the surface and the lack of significant
amounts of carbonate. Moderate- and high-albedo surfaces have spectral shapes distinctive of fine particulate silicate materials. No single
material can match the entire high-albedo surface spectrum, though there are clear indications of a material that closely matches intermediate
to calcic plagioclase and an emission peak at�1620 cm�1 due to bound water. The lack of residual restrahlen silicate absorptions indicates
that minerals such as olivine or pyroxene are not present in high-albedo surfaces at significant (but unknown) abundances. High-albedo
surface results presented here are in agreement with and complementary to shorter wavelength observations. The Martian dust is composed
of both primary and secondary minerals. Either chemical weathering has not completely altered its source material or the soil is a mixture
of altered and unaltered sources. Further laboratory studies are needed to better establish detection limits and behavior of mineral mixtures
of fine particulates in the thermal infrared portion of the spectrum.
© 2003 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.

I. Introduction

A. Usefulness of TIR measurements

The thermal infrared portion of the spectrum (roughly
defined here as�5 to 50 �m or 200 to 2000 cm�1) mea-
sures both the temperature-dependent emitted energy and
compositional absorptions from both the surface and atmo-
sphere of a planet. This allows the determination of surface
and atmospheric compositions, surface temperature, thermal
inertia, rock abundance, atmospheric temperature profiles,
and atmospheric isotopic ratios. The large amount and wide
variety of information that may be retrieved makes the

thermal infrared an ideal spectral region with which to
observe Mars.

This variety of information also presents the complicated
problem of isolating each of the temperature and composi-
tional parameters and determining their relative contribution
to the measured radiance. Two basic surface–atmosphere
separation algorithms have been developed (Smith et al.,
2000a) based on the consistency of atmospheric spectral
shapes (Bandfield et al., 2000a). These algorithms have
allowed both surface emissivity and atmospheric dust and
water ice opacity retrievals.

Atmospheric dust, water ice, water vapor, and CO2 com-
bine to form continuous absorptions throughout the thermal
infrared portion of the Martian spectrum. These absorptions,
particularly the atmospheric dust, make it difficult to discern
whether or not significant absorptions are present on the
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surface and impossible to accurately determine their shape
without some form of atmospheric correction. The atmo-
spheric absorptions can greatly exceed the magnitude of
absorptions due to surface composition.

Alternately, surface spectral absorptions can cause over-
estimates of atmospheric dust opacities by a factor of
greater than 2 during periods of low dust loading (Smith et
al., 2000a) and accurate knowledge of the surface emissivity
is necessary to retrieve accurate dust and water ice opacities
from nadir pointing observations (Smith et al., 2000b).
Accurate surface emissivities are also important for deter-
mining water ice and dust particle size distributions and
compositions (Wolff et al., 2001; Snook, 2002).

This work presents an improved surface–atmosphere
separation algorithm that uses observations of a surface
from multiple emission angles. For measurements of a sin-
gle surface through multiple emission angles, the path
length through the atmosphere changes by a known amount
and the contributions from the surface and the atmosphere
can be mathematically separated. The advantage over the
previous surface–atmosphere separation algorithms of
Smith et al. (2000a) is that no additional assumptions about
surface composition or atmospheric spectral signatures need
to be made. This method necessarily requires specific ob-
servations and cannot be applied generally to all TES nadir-
pointing data, but may be used to provide confirmation and
extend the wavelength coverage of previous algorithms. In
addition, high-albedo (albedo throughout this paper refers to
the Lambert albedo derived from the TES bolometers at
0.3–3.5 �m) region surface spectra can now be derived due
to the greater accuracy of this technique.

B. TES instrument description

The TES instrument is a Fourier transform Michelson
interferometer that covers the wavelength range from 1700
to 200 cm�1 (�6 to 50 �m) at 10 or 5 cm�1 sampling
(Christensen et al., 1992). The instrument also contains
bore-sighted thermal (5–100 �m) and visible/near infrared
(0.3–3.5 �m) bolometers. The focal planes in each wave-
length consist of three cross-track and two along track
detectors with an instantaneous field of view of �8.5 mrad.
The TES instrument uses a pointing mirror that allows
limited targeting capability, limb observations, image mo-
tion compensation (IMC), emission phase function mea-
surements, and periodic calibration by observing space and
an internal reference surface. The final 2-h, �380-km alti-
tude mapping orbit provides a surface sampling of 3 � �8
km. The elongated pixel dimension is due to the final map-
ping orbit of MGS, which began its orbit at 2 AM local time
rather than the intended 2 PM because of damage to the
solar panel that required lower aerobraking rates. Spacecraft
direction relative to the surface is reversed and IMC does
not produce adequate results when stepping the mirror in the

direction opposite that originally intended. As a result, spa-
tial sampling is smeared in the along-track direction. For a
complete description of the instrument as built and instru-
ment operations see Christensen et al. (2001a).

A linear response function for each of the six detectors is
derived periodically from observations of space and an
internal reference surface of known emissivity and temper-
ature. Three scans each of space and the reference surface
are taken and averaged for each detector. The linear re-
sponse function allows for a simple conversion from raw
spectra into calibrated radiance. For a complete description
of radiometric calibration see Christensen et al. (2001a).

II. Method

A. Observations

The data used for this study consists of two types of TES
multiple emission angle observations (which are referred to
here as emission phase functions (EPFs)) of the Martian
surface. Standard observations view a point on the Martian
surface at seven or nine different emission angles at lati-
tudes between 75°S and 75°N and a local time of �1400 h.
A second type are dense observations, which measure a
surface at 49 different emission angles. Most of the EPF
observations are made of warm surfaces, ensuring a high
signal-to-noise ratio and good contrast between the warm
surface and relatively cold atmosphere. Several thousand
standard EPF observations have been collected to date by
the TES instrument at a rate of 1 per orbit (12/day). Dense
EPFs are collected less often; several hundred have been
collected to date from a variety of locations between 75°S
and 75°N.

Each standard EPF observation collects a total of 270
spectra and each dense EPF collects over 1000 spectra
within a time period of several minutes. Emission angles
were limited to �65° for this study to provide a maximum
factor of �2 in atmospheric path length for each EPF
sequence. In addition, spectra of similar emission angles
were averaged (with forward- and aft-viewing emission
angles averaged separately) to reduce the computation time
required for the nonlinear least-squares algorithm. In this
manner, each EPF sequence is reduced to a set of 3–20
spectra (at 2–10 emission angles), each of which is an
average of 18–30 individual TES spectra.

Optimally, these observations would focus on a single
point on the surface to ensure a constant composition and
surface temperature. In reality, a single EPF sequence can
cover a significant area (Fig. 1). The TES pointing mirror
allows for along-track targeting, but not cross-track target-
ing, resulting in significant cross-track coverage in equato-
rial regions due to the rotation of the planet. In addition,
significant targeting errors are present in the dense EPF
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observations. This presents difficulties for observing low-
albedo regions that are typically variable on the spatial scale
of the observations, resulting in significant contributions
from surface dust. High-albedo regions are, however, com-

monly spatially homogeneous and are well suited for these
observations. Fig. 2 shows that spatial homogeneity can be
present even in low-albedo-region high-emission-angle
spectra that were taken farthest apart in both space and time.

Fig. 1. Spatial coverage of TES EPF observations for a typical-case (left) and a worst-case dense EPF observation (right). Longitudinal spread is a function
of latitude and is negligible at the poles and at maximum at the equator because of the rotation of the planet relative to the spacecraft orbit.

Fig. 2. EPF observation from orbit 4202. All spectra from each of five different TES pointing mirror angles are averaged. Increased absorption from
atmospheric dust is apparent from �300 to 1300 cm�1 at higher emission angles. Despite being furthest apart in time in space, the �55° emission angle
observations closely match each other.
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B. Algorithm description

i. Atmospheric gas removal
Gaseous absorption by CO2 and H2O make a significant

contribution to the TES spectrum. Water vapor has numer-
ous absorptions that are observable at wavenumbers less
than about 450 cm�1 and greater than about 1300 cm�1.
Carbon dioxide has absorption bands centered near 960,
1060, 1260, and 1365 cm�1 that are easily observed (in
addition to the extremely strong band centered at 667 cm�1

used for temperature retrieval). The amplitudes of gaseous
absorption features are often comparable to those of surface
mineralogy and so gaseous absorption must be carefully
accounted for.

Although the H2O and minor CO2 bands are optically
thin when convolved to the 6.25 or 12.5 cm�1 spectral
resolution as observed by TES, many of the individual lines
that make up the band are saturated. These lines are very
narrow and relatively widely spaced so that when convolved
to TES resolution the absorption appears optically thin.
Because the individual lines are saturated, they are in the
“strong line” regime where observed absorption is propor-
tional to the square root of air mass (or (1/cos(�))1/2, where
� is the emission angle). The spectral features caused by
H2O and CO2 will not separate from those of the surface in
the same way that those of dust and water ice will and must
be removed and scaled separately.

The absorptions of CO2 and H2O are computed using the
correlated-k method (e.g., Goody et al., 1989). Correlated-k
coefficients for an array of different temperatures and pres-
sures are computed using a line-by-line computation of CO2

and H2O transmittance. Line parameters are obtained from
the GEISA-97 database (Hudson et al., 1992). An approx-
imate correction is made to the linewidths to account for
CO2-broadening of water vapor (Smith, 2002).

The contributions from H2O and CO2 are computed and
removed from each spectrum in the EPF sequence before
the application of the main surface–atmosphere separation
algorithm that separates the contributions of dust and water-
ice clouds from that of the surface. Because the abundance
of CO2 is well known, the radiative contribution of the CO2

absorptions (as modified by atmospheric dust opacity re-
trieved from the nadir observation) is directly calculated
using the retrieved temperature profile from the nadir ob-
servation (Conrath et al., 2000) and removed. Water vapor
abundance is variable and unknown, so its contribution is
calculated in a manner similar to that of Smith (2002). An
index is computed from the low-wavenumber water vapor
rotational lines and the synthetic water vapor spectrum is
then scaled accordingly throughout the TES wavelength
range to determine its radiative contribution. This method
has been demonstrated to be robust because the narrow
water vapor absorptions are not greatly modified by the
much broader surface and aerosol absorptions (Smith,
2002). As a result, water vapor may be accurately isolated
by simple continuum removal between local maxima.

ii. Iterative radiative transfer solution
The observed Martian radiance measured by TES can be

described by the following equation:

Iobs�v� � ��v� B	Tsurf, v
 e��0�v�/�

(1)� �
0

�0

�B	T� p�, v
 e���v,p�/� d��.

In this equation, Iobs(v) is the measured radiation; �(v) is
the surface emissivity; B[Tsurf, v] is the blackbody radiance
as a function of surface temperature, Tsurf; �(v, p) is the
normal opacity profile as a function of wavenumber and
pressure; and � is the cosine of the emission angle. The
integral is taken through the atmosphere from the opacity at
the spacecraft (� � 0) to the surface (� � �0); T(p) is the
atmospheric temperature profile. The first term accounts for
the absorption of surface radiation by the atmosphere; the
second (integral) term accounts for radiation emitted by the
atmosphere and suspended aerosols. Solar and thermal ra-
diation reflected from the surface as well as secondary
scattering are neglected in this equation, and surface radia-
tion is considered to be diffuse. In addition, this analysis
assumes that the dust is well mixed with the CO2 gas and
not stratified at any level in the atmosphere. The effect of
these assumptions will be discussed below.

A simple nonlinear least-squares fitting algorithm was
developed to solve for both surface radiance and atmo-
spheric opacity for the entire TES spectral range. Each
spectral band is treated independently and the surface radi-
ance and atmospheric opacity are adjusted iteratively until
differences between measured and modeled TES radiances
are minimized. The algorithm is stable and a variety of
initial guess surface emissivities and atmospheric opacities
converged on the same result for a variety of TES observa-
tion conditions.

Multiple emission angle observations do not provide any
distinction between surface emissivity and surface temper-
ature. For example, the surface-emitted radiance may be the
same where surface emissivity is relatively higher and sur-
face temperature is relatively lower than another surface. As
a result, the algorithm solves for surface radiance, which is
separated into kinetic temperature and emissivity by divid-
ing out a Planck curve of the highest brightness temperature
within any 50 cm�1 window of the surface spectrum. This
is identical to the method used for laboratory emissivity
measurements (Christensen and Harrison 1993; Ruff et al.,
1997).

C. Uncertainties

Christensen et al. (2000a) and Christensen et al. (2001)
have characterized the radiometric precision and accuracy
of the TES instrument. The error for the average of six
detectors is �1.2 � 10�8 W cm�2 str�1 cm�1 between 300
and 1400 cm�1. For a surface temperature of 280 K, this
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translates to an emissivity error of �0.0013 from 300 to
1100 cm�1, increasing to 0.0035 at 1400 cm�1. These errors
are reduced somewhat for this study because several dozen
to hundreds of spectra are used for each observation, though
the random errors from reference calibration observations
are not reduced.

An additional systematic error is introduced as a result of
a slight optical misalignment in the TES instrument (Chris-
tensen et al., 2001). This results in a background radiance
error that is dependent on the pointing angle of the TES
mirror. This background radiance is generally smooth as a
function of radiance with amplitudes of �7 � 10�8 W
cm�2 str�1 cm�1 for the pointing angles used in this study.
These errors are generally opposite in sign for pointing
angle pairs (e.g., �30° and 30°), however. This minimizes
the effect because the observations used for this study con-
tain symmetrical sets of pointing angles. In addition, the
smooth nature of the background radiance error prohibits
the introduction of false mineralogical-type features.

In addition to instrument limitations, a second source of
error lies in the assumptions of the atmospheric model. This
includes an atmosphere with well-mixed atmospheric con-
stituents as well as nonscattering aerosols. These assump-
tions are similar to those discussed in Smith et al. (2000b),
who concluded that dust aerosols are well mixed most of the
time and that a nonscattering model causes a 10–25% un-
derestimate of opacity. The results of Smith et al. (2000b),
as well as the results presented here, demonstrate that sur-
face emissivities are constant over widely varying atmo-
spheric conditions and a factor of three variation in dust
opacity. There are, however, many cases where atmospheric
water ice is not well mixed (Pearl et al., 2001) and obser-
vations with significant quantities of water ice must be
avoided for accurate separations.

An additional source of error may be found in the atmo-
spheric temperature retrievals and removal of atmospheric
gasses. These were estimated to be �2K by Conrath et al.
(2000). Incorrect removal of minor CO2 and water vapor
features may cause errors in several wavelength regions.
These features are narrow and distinctive, however, and an
incorrect removal of them is apparent in the retrieved spec-
tral shapes.

The model used here also assumes that the surface radi-
ance emitted is constant over all angles. While this may be
a good assumption for surfaces with particle sizes larger
than the wavelength of observation, it is not true for fine-
grained surfaces (Jakosky et al., 1990). There are significant
surface phase function effects in the TES data present over
many high-albedo regions (Bandfield et al., manuscript in
preparation). These effects are not present for coarse-par-
ticulate surfaces obtained in the field (Jakosky et al., 1990)
or the laboratory. As a result, surface features may be
mapped into the atmospheric opacity spectrum and surface
emissivity absorptions are shallower. Where these effects
are present, atmospheric opacity spectra are not retained.
However, though spectral contrast may be significantly re-

duced, the spectral shape of high-albedo surfaces is not
affected by phase function errors.

The most significant potential source of error is the
variation of surface temperature and composition observed
within each EPF observation. As discussed above, there is a
significant spread in observation location for each angle of
a single observation sequence. This commonly results in a
surface temperature range of 3–5 K and significant differ-
ences in surface radiance measured at each emission angle.
Because these differences are not dependent on emission
angle, they are essentially averaged out as a result of the
least-squares fitting. The resulting error is similar to that of
converting an anisothermal radiance spectrum to emissivity
using a Planck curve of a single temperature.

To better understand the effect of these uncertainties on
the retrieval, synthetic multiple emission angle radiance
spectra were constructed with the known or estimated un-
certainties added. These uncertainties include TES random
noise derived from space observations, the best estimate of
background radiance for each of the five pointing angles
used for the simulation, a systematic atmospheric tempera-
ture error of �3 K, and a variable surface temperature
ranging from 275 to 285 K. Synthetic spectral shapes ap-
proximating the atmospheric dust and fine particulate ba-
saltic surface and a typical warm-atmospheric temperature
profile were used to construct the synthetic spectra. The
maximum nadir opacity was 0.4 and the maximum emis-
sivity of the surface was 0.98.

This synthetic observation was then input into the non-
linear least-squares algorithm to retrieve the original surface
temperature, surface emissivity, and atmospheric opacity.
The results are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The retrieved surface
temperature of 279.2 K is a slight underestimate of the
average surface temperature of 280 K. This is because the
true maximum surface emissivity of 0.98 is less than the
assumption of a maximum emissivity of unity used here.
This temperature error imparts an offset and slight slope to
the retrieved surface emissivity. The RMS error for the
surface emissivity is 0.0126 for 300 to 1650 cm�1. By
accounting for the slope and offset by assuming a maximum
emissivity of 0.98, the RMS error in the surface emissivity
is 0.0026 for 300 to 1300 cm�1 and 0.0136 from 1300 to
1650 cm�1. Atmospheric temperature errors do not greatly
affect the surface retrieval. A temperature error of �3 K at
an opacity of 0.4 shallows the retrieved surface emissivity
by a maximum of 0.002.

The atmospheric opacity spectral shape is much more
sensitive to atmospheric temperature errors. The error in
retrieved maximum opacity is �0.01 for each degree of
error. This error is an upper limit and will be less in lower
dust loading conditions. In the synthetic case presented
here; a �3-K temperature error results in a maximum opac-
ity of 0.43 versus the true opacity of 0.4. The recovered
spectral shape of the atmosphere is accurately recovered
with an RMS error (using the correct atmospheric temper-
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atures) of 0.0064 from 300 to 1300 cm�1 and 0.013 from
1300 to 1650 cm�1.

An additional set of synthetic observations was created
to test the effects of scattering on the retrieval algorithm.
The extinction and single scattering albedo of the atmo-
spheric dust were estimated from both limb and nadir TES
data to provide an approximation for the dust properties.
Two sets of synthetic radiance spectra were produced for a

280-K surface with a typical warm atmospheric profile at
emission angles of 0°, 30°, and 60°. The first set of synthetic
spectra was produced using radiative transfer software that
computes the observed radiance at a given viewing angle
from a surface and an atmosphere containing scattering
aerosols. Scattering is treated using the discrete ordinates
approximation (e.g. Toon et al., 1977; Goody and Yung,
1989). The second set was produced without the scattering

Fig. 3. Example of retrieval of a synthetic atmospheric opacity shape. The original opacity (solid line) is well approximated when the correct atmospheric
temperature profile is used (long dash). Opacities are overestimated (short dash) or underestimated with a temperature profile that is above or below the true
temperature respectively.

Fig. 4. Example of retrieval of a synthetic surface emissivity shape. Though the original (solid line) and retrieved (dashed line) spectra are offset, the spectral
character is accurately recovered. The offset is due to the requirement that the algorithm assume a maximum emissivity of 1.
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term. The difference in the opacity retrievals is displayed in
Fig. 5. Peak retrieved opacity values are underestimated by
10% in the case where scattering is included in the synthetic
EPF set. This is at the lower end of the scattering uncer-
tainty estimate of Smith et al. (2000b) and opacity retrievals
presented here are approximately 10% lower than their true
values.

III. Results

Surface emissivity and atmospheric opacity spectra were
recovered from all 10 cm�1 sampling TES EPF observa-
tions to MGS orbit 5317 (Ls 104–352). The orbit range was
restricted due to an instrument anomaly that grew progres-
sively worse past this period. This anomaly causes a spo-
radic minor feature to appear in spectral data near 1000
cm�1. The cause of this anomaly is unclear at this time,
though it is similar to other features that are correlated with
spacecraft vibrations.

This dataset was reduced considerably based on several
criteria. Observations with significant water ice (�ice � 0.05)
were excluded as it is commonly not well mixed in the atmo-
sphere (Pearl et al., 2001) and does not closely fulfill the
assumptions required for an accurate separation. Dust opacities
near 1080 cm�1 were limited to �0.5 to minimize the effects
of scattering. Surface temperatures were limited to those
greater than 275 K to ensure a high signal to noise ratio. In
addition, retrievals with high sample-to-sample noise levels
were also excluded though the surface temperatures are
275 K.

The locations of the limited set of EPF observations are
shown in Fig. 6. While longitudinal coverage is widespread,

observations are limited to latitudes of 15°N to 60°S as a
result of both the requirement for warm surface tempera-
tures and the seasonal timing of EPF observation targeting.
Several geographical gaps persist within this latitude range,
including Hellas and Argyre basins because of high dust
opacities and much of the Tharsis rise as a result of persis-
tent atmospheric water ice.

The resulting spectral shapes were separated into three
categories; moderate- to high-albedo surfaces (Lambert al-
bedo 0.18), low-albedo surfaces (Lambert albedo �0.18),
and atmospheric dust. The high-albedo surface spectral
shapes all contain little or no absorption near 400 and 1000
cm�1 with prominent absorptions near 800 and 1300
cm�1. This shape is similar to that inferred by Ruff and
Christensen (in press) through ratioing TES spectra. Low-
albedo surface spectral shapes contain little or no absorption
at wavenumbers 1300 cm�1 and prominent absorptions
near 300–500 and 900–1100 cm�1. Atmospheric opacity
spectral shapes were limited to observations with no detect-
able water ice opacity (based on the deviation of the dust
shape in the region 11–12 �m as well as based on compar-
ison with previously derived dust spectral shapes) as well as
no significant surface phase function effects. These exclu-
sion criteria result in 24 low-albedo and 65 high-albedo
surface emissivity spectra as well as 42 atmospheric dust
opacity spectra.

Each average spectral shape is shown in Fig. 7. Each
individual spectrum was normalized to the average spec-
trum and the standard deviation for each spectral shape was
calculated. Standard deviations are �0.005 for both surface
spectral shapes and �0.01 for the atmospheric dust opacity
spectrum between 400 and 1300 cm�1. Deviations are
higher at both the low- and high-wavenumber ends of the

Fig. 5. Effect of scattering on the opacity retrieval. Adding scattering to the synthetic spectral sets causes a 10% decrease in the peak opacity values (solid
line) over the retrievals using synthetic spectra constructed without scattering (dashed line).
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TES spectral range due to lower signal to noise and uncer-
tainty due to water vapor removal.

IV. Discussion

A. Dust opacities and surface temperatures

i. Comparison with previous shapes
The atmospheric dust opacity spectral shape is similar to

those isolated by Bandfield et al. (2000a) and Smith et al.
(2000a) (Fig. 8). Several important differences exist, how-
ever. Both the emissivity dust shape of Bandfield et al.
(2000a) and the dust opacity shape of Smith et al. (2000a)
were derived from nadir observations and a wavelength of
atmospheric transparency was assumed, which adds an off-
set error to both of the previous shapes. Minor CO2 isotope
and “hot band” absorptions were not removed from the
emissivity shape and were only partially accounted for in
the previously derived opacity shape. Water vapor is also
not removed from either of the two previous shapes. These
disparities are apparent in the differences between the EPF
derived opacity spectrum and the normalized, previously
derived spectral shapes (Fig. 8).

ii. Compositional and particle size implications
Bandfield et al. (2000a) noted the stability of the atmo-

spheric dust spectral shape over widely varying dust load-

ings and seasons. The dust opacity spectra presented here
reinforce this result. The recovered atmospheric opacity
spectra cover a factor of 3 difference in dust loadings as
well as the 2000 dust storm season (Ls 196–312). No
significant differences are present between dust opacity
spectral shapes from any season or dust loading (Fig. 9).
This demonstrates that compositional variation and changes
in the particle size distribution (for particles with radii on
the order of �1–10 �m) are not significant in the atmo-
spheric dust over the course of the Martian dust storm
season. The constant nature of the thermal infrared spectral
response of the Martian airborne dust has been demon-
strated for the dust storm seasons of 1971–1972 (Toon et al.,
1977), 1997–1998 (Bandfield et al., 2000a), and 2000. This
study does not include the 2001 dust storm season, however,
which achieved 9-�m dust opacities of 2 (Smith et al.,
2002). There is evidence for variations in particle size dur-
ing this season (M. Wolff, personal communication) and
more sophisticated retrieval algorithms will be useful for the
analysis of the 2001 dust storm data.

iii. Comparison with TES database opacity and surface
temperature retrievals

Surface temperatures may be derived more precisely
using multiple emission angle observations than with the
standard TES nadir observations. The method of surface
kinetic temperature determination used in the nominal TES
processing assumes that the atmosphere is transparent at the

Fig. 6. Locations of EPF observation sequences used for this study. Triangles are moderate- to high-albedo surfaces, squares are low-albedo surfaces, and
diamonds are atmospheric dust retrievals.
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wavelength of the highest brightness temperature (typically
near 1300 cm�1). This assumption is unnecessary for sur-
face temperatures derived using the TES EPF observations.
The differences between surface temperatures derived from
the nadir only observations and the TES EPF observations
are shown in Fig. 10. There is a general correlation between
opacity and the magnitude of the error. For the relatively
warm surfaces with relatively cold atmospheric tempera-
tures, nadir surface kinetic temperatures are underestimated
by �1–3 K for 9-�m dust opacities of �0.15–0.3 and
�2–4 K for opacities of �0.3–0.5. This underestimate is
greatly affected by the temperature difference between the
atmosphere and the surface and, as a result of the lower
temperature contrast, is not as significant for nighttime
observations. Daytime surface temperatures may still be

underestimated in this study by ��1K, however. This is
due to the assumption of a surface emissivity of 1 at the
wavelength of maximum brightness temperature for the
temperature retrieval.

The lack of an atmospheric transparency wavelength also
affects derived nadir dust opacity values. The TES nadir and
EPF-derived 9-�m dust opacity values are compared in Fig.
11. As expected, the nadir dust opacities derived using the
method of Smith et al. (2000a, 2000b) underestimate the
atmospheric dust loading by typically 0.05–0.12.

B. Low-albedo surfaces

Low-albedo surfaces display significant absorptions near
300–500 and 900–1100 cm�1, consistent with coarse-

Fig. 7. Retrieved TES surface and atmosphere spectral shapes and standard deviations. (a) Average low-albedo and moderate- to high-albedo surface spectral shapes.
The high-albedo surface spectrum is offset by 0.08. (b) Average atmospheric dust spectral shape. Dotted lines represent �� errors for each spectral type.
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grained silicates. This spectral shape compares well, to first
order, with previously recovered low-albedo surface spec-
tral shapes and confirms a basic to intermediate volcanic
composition (Bandfield et al., 2000b; Christensen et al.,
2000a; Bandfield 2002).

Compared with high-albedo surfaces, the low-albedo
surface spectra have relatively high standard deviations be-
cause of significant variations in surface composition. Most
low-albedo regions on Mars may be characterized by some
combination of two spectral shapes representing basaltic

and andesitic mineralogies (Bandfield et al., 2000b; Band-
field 2002). In the equatorial and southern hemisphere re-
gions covered by the observations used for this study, low-
albedo surfaces are typically dominated by a basaltic
composition though variable contributions of the other sur-
face type are also commonly present.

The large footprint of each multiple emission angle se-
quence makes it difficult to avoid surfaces with significant
contributions of dust cover. The relative contribution of dust
cover also contributes significantly to the retrieved surface

Fig. 8. Comparison of atmospheric dust spectral shape (solid line) with normalized dust shapes used in Bandfield et al. (2000b) (dashed line) and Smith et
al. (2000a) (dot–dash). The difference spectra are offset by 0.5.

Fig. 9. Normalized dust opacity shape from periods of low, moderate, and high-dust opacity. The spectral shape displays no significant change despite a factor
of 3 difference in atmospheric dust loading and a variety of seasonal observations.
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emissivity. The average low-albedo surface spectrum may
be closely modeled using a linear combination of the two
low-albedo surface spectral types from Bandfield et al.
(2000b) and the average high-albedo surface spectrum re-

trieved in this work (Fig. 12). The relative weightings are
36% basalt, 12% andesite, and 52% dust. RMS error be-
tween the retrieved spectrum and the linear least-squares fit
is 0.0014. These relative weightings are consistent with the

Fig. 10. Underestimate of surface temperature using nadir-only observations versus dust opacity. Though there is significant scatter that is most likely due
to the greater surface area of measurement of the EPF observation derived temperatures, there is a trend to increasing error with increasing dust opacity.

Fig. 11. EPF observation dust opacities versus nadir-only observation opacities. The correlation between the two measurements is nearly perfect with a
constant offset of about 0.08. It is unclear why this offset is present.
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concentrations of each surface type by Bandfield et al.
(2000b) within the regions covered by this study. This result
adds confidence to previous atmospheric correction results,
but the low spatial resolution and the large dust contribution
prevent more precise compositional determination.

The extended wavelength coverage relative to previous
studies allows for some refinement of previous results. The
1300–1650 cm�1 portion of the low-albedo surface spec-
trum is featureless and does not contain significant absorp-
tions (0.985 emissivity). Much of the small amount of
absorption present in this region can also be attributed to the
surface dust contribution discussed above. The lack of dom-
inant particle size effects is consistent with both the spectral
contrast present and thermal inertia values indicative of a
surface composed primarily of sand-sized particulates
(Kieffer et al., 1977; Mellon et al., 2000; Bandfield et al.,
2000b; Christensen et al., 2000a, 2000b).

It is also possible to directly restrict the carbonate abun-
dance based on a visual inspection because of the smooth
continuum and the presence of a strong carbonate absorp-
tion in this spectral region. Though the noise is significant
within this spectral region, the spectrum does not deviate
from the continuum systematically and it is possible to place
a limit on the signal strength of carbonate present (Fig. 13).
It is possible to limit the abundance by visual inspection to
less than 5% if the carbonate has a similar texture and
particle size as the rest of the low-albedo surface. This
abundance limit will be about �3% if the carbonates are
present in the form of clasts or bedrock, which have higher
spectral contrast (Ruff 1998). Christensen et al. (2000b)
discusses the relation between particle size and abundance

as applied to hematite in detail and the relation is similar
with carbonates and other materials.

C. High-albedo surface

i. Physical properties
The high-albedo surface spectral character has not been

derived before this study due to the limitations of the pre-
viously developed atmospheric correction techniques
(Smith et al., 2000a; Bandfield, 2002). As will be discussed
below, high-albedo surfaces display distinctive thermal in-
frared signatures characteristic of fine particulate silicate
materials. There are no apparent spectral differences present
between any of the locations used for this analysis, though
the intensity of the features may change considerably. The
dominance of transparency features in the spectrum over the
restrahlen bands indicates that the spectral signature is dom-
inated by particle sizes of ��40 �m (Salisbury and Walter
1989; Ramsey and Christensen 1998). As is the case with
the lunar regolith, larger particles may be present as ag-
glomerates of these fine particulates and still behave spec-
trally similarly to the finer size fraction (Salisbury et al.,
1997).

The locations of the recovered high-albedo surface spec-
tra are within surface units that have a Lambertian albedo of
�0.18–0.35 and thermal inertias of �50–550 J m�2 K�1

(Mellon et al., 2000). This includes not only the high-
albedo, low-thermal-inertia surfaces, which are presumably
mantled by fine dust, but also surfaces with both moderate
to high albedo and thermal inertia. Regions such as Oxia
Palus are characteristic of a distinct surface that has mod-

Fig. 12. EPF-derived low-albedo surface spectrum (solid line) compared with a mixed surface of 36% basalt and 12% andesite from Bandfield et al. (2000b)
and 52% surface dust from this study (dot–dash). The wavelength range of the fit is limited due to the coverage of the basalt and andesite spectral shapes.
The �� error on the EPF derived low-albedo surface spectrum is shown by the dotted lines.
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erate albedo and thermal inertia values that has been inter-
preted to be indurated soil material (Arvidson et al., 1989;
Mellon et al., 2000). The nature of the surface spectra is
similar to those of higher albedo, dust-mantled surfaces.
This indicates that some significant portion of the surface
must be loose fine particulate material and is not consistent
with an indurated surface. A possible explanation is that
both of these surfaces are present within these regions and
mix in a checkerboard fashion from millimeter to kilometer
scales. This can be observed at both the Viking and Path-
finder landing sites where crusty, indurated material can be
seen adjacent to dust mantled surfaces. The indurated sur-
faces display little spectral contrast (Ruff et al., 2001) and
would not contribute significantly to the derived surface
spectra. It is not clear if it is plausible to have a surface
heterogeneous on the millimeter to kilometer scale be ho-
mogeneous on a regional to global scale, however.

ii. Comparison with library spectra
No material could be found that matches all of the

spectral features of the high-albedo surface. Several mate-
rials match well between �800 and 1300 cm�1; however,
the structure present does not match well at wavenumbers 
1300 cm�1 (Fig. 14). This structure at shorter wavelengths
can be greatly modified by small amounts of materials with
significant absorption coefficients within the same wave-
length range (Salisbury and Walter, 1989) such as carbon-
ates (Bandfield et al., manuscript in preparation). Unfortu-
nately, many of the terrestrial samples do not have data at
wavenumbers �750-cm�1 because the wavelength limita-
tions of the detector used for hemispherical reflectance

measurements. Though systematic fine particulate sample
libraries are not available for these wavelengths, the lack of
significant features at the long wavelengths in the TES
spectrum is consistent with silicate mixtures. A number of
studies have used emission or biconical reflectance data that
extend out to 400 cm�1 (e.g., Roush and Bell, 1995; Bishop
et al., 1998; Cooper and Mustard, 1999), but these studies
cover a limited variety of materials. The lack of Martian
spectral features at these wavelengths, the limited variety of
samples collected, and potentially significant differences
between biconical and hemispherical reflectance preclude
the use of biconical reflectance data for an effective study.

It is possible in some cases, however, to determine com-
positional information by matching individual spectral fea-
tures and wavenumber ranges. The spectral range 800–1300
cm�1 displays a number of similarities to fine particulate
spectra of feldspar rich igneous rocks (Fig. 15). The 800-
cm�1 transparency feature, which may be attributed to
feldspar and related mineralogies, is present both in the
Martian spectrum and the rock samples with significant
feldspar content. An additional feature useful for the inter-
pretation of fine particulate spectra is the Christiansen fre-
quency, or the wavelength of emissivity maximum (e.g.,
Conel, 1969, Logan et al., 1973, Salisbury and Walter,
1989). The Christiansen frequency of the Martian spectrum
is broad and not well defined and is centered near 1250
cm�1. This frequency is coincident with that of intermediate
igneous rocks; however, there is ample compositional evi-
dence (e.g., Toulmin et al., 1977, Bell et al., 2000, Bell,
1996) that Martian high-albedo regions are not composed of

Fig. 13. EPF-derived low-albedo surface compared with synthetic surfaces with 3% and 5% carbonate added. The carbonate sample is a solid dolomite sample
(ASU spectral library sample 142) and has the equivalent spectral contrast of �5% and 9%, respectively, if the sample was a coarse particulate similar to
Martian low-albedo surfaces. The lack of any significant spectral absorptions in the wavenumber range 1300–1650 cm�1 precludes any significant carbonate
abundance in low-albedo regions.
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primary igneous material. As a result it is difficult to esti-
mate silica content using the Christiansen frequency.

There is also a dearth of spectral absorption and structure
between �900–1300 cm�1. This is a region of residual

restrahlen absorption in fine particulate materials and is
commonly present in mafic rocks due to the presence of
pyroxene and olivine (Salisbury and Ward, 1989). There is
no evidence for the presence of either olivine or pyroxene in

Fig. 14. Comparison of the Martian high-albedo surface spectrum with spectra of several fine particulate materials. (a) Comparison with �63-�m emissivity
samples of JSG-1 Martian analog material and montmorillonite powder as well as hemispherical reflectance spectra of �45-�m rhyolite, gypsum, basaltic
andesite, lunar anorthosite, and basalt powders (Salisbury and Walter 1989; Salisbury et al., 1997; Grove et al., 1992). All spectra have been offset and
normalized to the same relative spectral contrast of the Mars spectrum from 800–1200 cm�1. (b) Comparison with basaltic andesite and lunar anorthosite
from Fig. 13a. No contrast enhancement or continuum removal has been applied to any of the spectra. Spectral pairs have been offset by 0.04.
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the Martian surface spectrum, though it is difficult to place
a limit on the abundance that may be present and not
detected. More spectrally inert materials, such as amor-
phous silicates may be present in significant abundances.
There is also little evidence for oxides due to the lack of
absorption at wavenumbers �600 cm�1 where even fine
particulate nanophase hematite has significant absorption
(Christensen et al., 2000b). Again, it is unclear what abun-
dances of oxides need to be present to be detected, however.

It is difficult to estimate abundances of the feldspar
content due to the nonlinear nature of the spectral mixing of
the components present in these fine particulates. It is pos-
sible, however, to estimate the specific composition based
on the position of the spectral features (Fig. 15). Both the
Christiansen frequency and the �800 cm�1 transparency
feature shift to longer wavelengths with increasing Ca con-
tent. Both of these features in the Martian surface spectrum
match well with plagioclase in the labradorite to bytownite
compositional range.

Though it is difficult to make a compositional match to
the high-wavenumber (1300 cm�1) features in the Mar-
tian surface spectrum, it is possible to attribute the positive
feature near 1600 cm�1 to the H–O–H bending fundamental
of bound (or possibly adsorbed) water in the surface. This

feature is similar to the strong �3-�m absorption present on
the Martian surface (e.g., Pimentel et al., 1974, Bell and
Crisp, 1993, Murchie et al., 1993). The exact shape and
position of this feature may be variable with different com-
positions, though it is difficult to ascribe this feature to a
specific mineralogy. It is also difficult to determine the
abundance of water present, as the strength of this feature is
strongly dependent on particle size. A possibility for the
source of this spectral feature is a hydroscopic sulfate com-
ponent, which is widely suspected to be present in the
Martian dust (Toulmin et al., 1977, Clark, 1993, Bell et al.,
2000). Laboratory studies of sulfate spectra clearly display
this feature (Lane and Christensen, 1998, Cooper and Mus-
tard, 2002).

The similarity of this bound water feature to that of
atmospheric water vapor may cause some concern about
inaccurate water vapor removal. The surface spectral feature
is offset to higher wavenumbers relative to the atmospheric
features, however, and it is impossible to reproduce the
surface water feature through over- or undercorrection of
the atmospheric water content.

The Martian surface spectrum indicates the presence of
what is consistent with a calcic plagioclase feldspar com-
ponent with an additional hydrated material. An alternate
explanation is the chemically and spectrally similar, but
hydrated, zeolite mineral group (Ruff, 2002). There is no
evidence for other primary silicate materials including py-
roxene and olivine, nor is there evidence for oxide materials
in large abundances. Other, more spectrally inert compo-
nents may be present, including amorphous silicate materi-
als. Laboratory studies are needed in order to better quantify
sensitivities and establish the quantities of minerals that
need to be present to be detected.

iii. Compositional implications
The mineralogical interpretation presented here is in

good agreement with previous visible and near-infrared
(VNIR) spectroscopic results. The presence of bound water
due to the �1600 cm�1 emission peak agrees well with the
3-�m absorption, indicating that molecular water is present
at the surface. The 1600 cm�1 feature is not detectable in
low-albedo regions due to the coarse particulate nature of
those surfaces. Volume scattering is greatly reduced within
the TES spectral range and it is a more linear spectral
mixing environment. This is not the case at shorter wave-
lengths, such as 3 �m, and the water absorption is retained
for coarse particulate surfaces. The water absorptions at
both wavelength regions are not particularly suited for de-
termining mineralogy and the hydrated phase has not been
identified.

Neither the results presented here nor previous visible
and near infrared spectral results display any signature as-
sociated with ferrous (Fe2�) mineralogies for high-albedo
regions. The high-albedo surface spectrum displays no re-
sidual restrahlen features associated with pyroxene or oli-
vine that are commonly present in fine particulate mafic

Fig. 15. Comparison of the Martian high-albedo surface spectrum with
feldspar materials (Grove et al., 1992). The Mars spectral contrast has been
expanded to compare with the individual minerals. Vertical lines represent
the center point of the Martian Christiansen frequency and transparency
band.
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compositions (Salisbury and Ward 1989). Other spectro-
scopic observations in the VNIR display clear evidence of
ferric compositions, but no evidence of ferrous absorptions
that are clearly present in low-albedo regions (see summary
in Bell (1996)).

Previous VNIR spectroscopic studies are not sensitive to
feldspar content while the results here are not sensitive to
minor amounts of ferric oxides. There is little evidence for
major amounts of oxide materials such as hematite, but
previous spectroscopic results have detected minor amounts
of crystalline hematite (Bell et al., 1990) as well as nano-
crystalline iron oxide materials (e.g., Morris et al., 1989).
The abundances present are well below what abundances of
these materials could be detected with confidence at the
thermal infrared wavelengths. Alternately, feldspar is diffi-
cult to detect in any quantity in the VNIR wavelength range,
but is readily detected in significant abundances in both
coarse and fine particulate surfaces in the thermal infrared.
The use of a wide variety of wavelengths for spectral studies
provides complimentary mineralogical information about
the Martian surface.

iv. Comparison with previous chemical and spectral
results

Both the Viking X-Ray Fluorescence Spectrometer
(XRFS) (Toulmin et al., 1977; Clark et al., 1982) and the
Mars Pathfinder Alpha Proton X-Ray Spectrometer (APXS)
returned elemental data of the Martian surface (Rieder et al.,
1997; Bell et al., 2000). The elemental abundances are
similar between Viking and the Pathfinder landing sites
(Toulmin et al., 1977, Foley et al., 2001) and it is presumed
that if the materials are not the same, they are similar.

Toulmin et al. (1977), Gooding (1992), and Bell et al.
(2000), have attempted to recast the elemental abundances
in terms of normative mineralogy. These researchers have
found it difficult to find a suite of minerals that match the
Viking and Pathfinder elemental abundances well. Combi-
nations of materials dominated by phyllosilicate alteration
products have most closely matched these abundances. An
ambiguity in the studies of Gooding et al. (1992) and Bell et
al. (2000) has been whether to cast the A1 content into illite
(38–65%), a secondary mineral, or unaltered plagioclase
(23–48%) (Bell et al., 2000). The results presented here
indicate that at least some plagioclase is likely to be present
in the Martian soil and that the normative mineralogies are
more accurate if it is included.

Other normative minerals included large abundances of
smectite clays (20–64%) and lesser amounts of sulfates
(8–16%) and oxides (1–6%). None of these materials are
detected in the Martian surface spectrum, but the sulfates
and oxides would likely not be detected in these abundances
for fine particulate surfaces. Fine-particulate smectite clays
in large abundances can display residual restrahlen bands
near 1050 cm�1, which are not present in the data presented
here. This is consistent with the lack of evidence for sheet

silicates from other remote sensing observations (e.g., Bell
et al., 1996).

The presence of a plagioclase component in the Martian
soil would indicate that a significant portion of the high-
albedo surface has been mechanically, but not chemically
weathered. This indicates that the source material for the
Martian soil has not been completely altered and constitu-
ents, such as glasses and iron-bearing minerals, have been
preferentially altered, leaving unaltered plagioclase as the
only significant unaltered component.

This proposed mineralogy is similar to a particular ther-
mally altered palagonitic tephra reported by Bell et al.
(1993) as a Martian VNIR spectral analog. Though quanti-
tative mineral abundances are difficult to determine with
such materials, X-ray diffraction indicated that both coarse
and fine grain size fractions of the tephra samples are
dominated by plagioclase with minor amounts of pyroxene,
smectite clay, and hematite (Bell et al., 1993). It has also
been proposed that it is possible to preferentially alter other
materials present on Mars and leave plagioclase as the only
major unaltered phase (Gooding 1992). Though it is possi-
ble for plagioclase to be the most weathering resistant com-
ponent in mafic mineral assemblages, reaction rates can
vary significantly based on the conditions present.

An alternate explanation is that the Martian soil is a
mixture of several source lithologies and the unaltered com-
ponent may have a different source and weathering history
as the clearly altered components. A separate plagioclase
source without evidence of other primary minerals may be
consistent with highly differentiated materials, such as
anorthosites, but there is little evidence for these types of
rocks on Mars from either remote sensing observations or
the Martian meteorites (e.g., McSween 1994, Bell 1996,
Christensen et al., 2001; Bandfield 2002).

Unfortunately, there is little spectral or chemical distinc-
tion between zeolites and unaltered plagioclase. Ruff (2002)
indicates that the Martian moderate- and high-albedo sur-
face spectra are consistent with this mineralogy, which
forms in a variety of environments, including hydrothermal
alteration of volcanic rocks. It is possible that zeolitic ma-
terials may be present in the Martian dust at some level.
However, there are several arguments against their ubiqui-
tous presence in the Martian dust in lieu of plagioclase.
Zeolites commonly form in a variety of low-grade meta-
morphic environments bounded by clays in less intense
alteration environments and K-feldspar in higher tempera-
ture and pressure environments. There is little spectroscopic
evidence for large abundances of either K-feldspar or clay
products on the Martian surface. Zeolite materials have been
identified as products of palagonitization of basaltic tuff
deposits; however, a number of other products are formed as
well, including opal, calcite, and montmorillonite (Hay and
Iijima 1968). The volume and extent of the Martian dust
make it unlikely that zeolites could be so extensively pro-
duced without detection of other secondary minerals. In
addition, though clays have been identified in low abun-
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dances in Martian meteorites, no zeolites have been identi-
fied (Basu et al., 1998).

Though indirect arguments may be used to indicate that
plagioclase is the dominant source of the spectral features
present at 800 cm�1, the chemical and spectral (including
VNIR measurements (Cloutis 2001)) determinations are not
unique. Additional measurement techniques will be re-
quired to unambiguously distinguish the two mineral types.

V. Conclusions

A thorough and robust method for separating the spectral
signatures of the Martian surface and atmosphere has been
developed and applied to multiple emission angle data re-
turned from the MGS TES instrument. This work has pre-
sented the following:

● Correlated-k and index gas removal algorithms have
been developed for CO2 and H2O and may be applied
to all nadir-pointing TES data.

● The results have provided new and refined measure-
ments of the spectral shapes of atmospheric dust, low-
albedo surfaces, and intermediate- and high-albedo
surfaces.

● Surface temperatures are 1–4 K warmer than the nom-
inal TES processing that derives surface temperatures
from the wavelength of the highest brightness temper-
ature. The magnitude of the error is positively corre-
lated with the 9 �m dust opacity.

● Dust opacities at 9 �m are �0.09 higher than TES
database opacities calculated from nadir observations
only.

● Low-albedo surfaces display absorptions consistent in
both shape and depth with previous studies. These
surfaces may be closely modeled using a combination
of previously derived basalt, andesitic, and high-al-
bedo surface spectral shapes.

● Low-albedo surfaces display no significant absorp-
tions at 1300 cm�1, indicating both the coarse par-
ticulate nature of the surface and the lack of significant
amounts (�5%) of carbonate.

● Moderate to high-albedo surfaces have spectral shapes
distinctive of fine particulate silicate materials. These
spectral signatures are probably dominated by particle
sizes of ��40 �m.

● Moderate thermal inertia and albedo surfaces have
spectral signatures similar to clearly dust-mantled
high-albedo surfaces, indicating that a significant
amount of loose fine particulate material is present in
addition to any indurated surfaces proposed previ-
ously.

● No single material can match the entire high-albedo
surface spectrum. There are clear indications of a
material that closely matches calcic plagioclase and an
emission peak near 1620 cm�1 due to bound water.

● The lack of residual restrahlen silicate absorptions
indicates that minerals such as olivine or pyroxene are
not present in high-albedo surfaces at significant (but
unknown) abundances.

● High-albedo surface results presented here are in
agreement and complimentary to shorter wavelength
observations.

● The Martian dust is composed of both primary and
secondary minerals. Either chemical weathering has
not completely altered its source material or the soil is
a mixture of altered and unaltered sources.

● Further laboratory studies are needed to better estab-
lish detection limits and behavior of mineral mixtures
of fine particulates in the thermal infrared portion of
the spectrum.
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